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Name of the Activity / Event

Organised by

Venue

Date and Duration

Participants

File Accession Dossier

Q-LU_ECTIVES:

NIE GK and IT Quiz

RDPS

GLH

21't July 2Ot7 (Zero Period)

vrr (A-E)

Intra Class Activities

a

a

a

a

To break the monotony of regular academic sessions.

To develop general awareness and analytical thinking.

To develop team spirit among the students.

To enhance the capability to respond quickly.

"Winning isn't everything--but wanting to win is."

A quiz is a forrn of game or mind sport in which the players (as individuals or in teams) attempt to

answer questions correctly. It is also a brief assessment used in education and similar fields tc>

measure growth in knowledge, abilities and skills. It enables the students in nourishing their inner

capabilities.

An activity "NIE G.K. Quiz" was conducted for young and inquisitive students of class VII (A-E), Two

students were selected from each class based on the result of Pre NIE Gi< and IT test held earlier.

The whole idea behind the activity was to help the students learn and stress the importance of

improving their knowledge of current affairs and information technology and to sholvcase their latent

talent. There were five teams comprising of two students each. It was a pleasure to watch our snrart

children conduct themselves In such a disciplined manner and participated enthusiastically. At the

end, class ViI-C scoring the highest marks will be declared as the winner and class VII-E as runner-

up.

Winning the competition was a matter of honour and pride not only for the participants but also for

the classes that won.
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